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Cloud Factory
Benefits

There are numerous advantages to migrating and
modernizing IT infrastructure on the Amazon Web

Agile Execution

Services (AWS) platform. However, many organizations
don’t have the in-house IT expertise or capacity to

When you hire ClearScale Cloud Factory resources, you

leverage all the cloud has to offer. It can also be difficult

don’t have to go through the typical project scoping

for some organizations to justify the time and money

process. Our specialized squads can plug right into existing

needed to execute long-term, intensive engagements.

workflows without disrupting execution momentum.

To address these challenges, ClearScale designed our
Cloud Factory service through which customers have
access to plug-and-play cloud expertise. Enterprises
can hire ClearScale’s experts on an ad-hoc basis to
support migrations, modernizations, DevOps
implementations, and data-oriented projects.
Leverage our agile Cloud Factory squads to supplement
large-scale, complex initiatives or accelerate smaller

Digital Transformation
Our collaborative Cloud Factory squads accelerate digital
transformation by augmenting in-house staff and filling
knowledge gaps wherever they exist. As an AWS Premier
Consulting Partner, we also have access to tools and
funding that make it easy to estimate costs and calculate
your potential ROI for any engagement.

cloud implementations. Whatever your need, we can
put together the ideal combination of solutions

Flexible Deployments

architects, designers, engineers and project managers
to ensure you achieve your most important cloud

Scale Cloud Factory teams up and down as needed to

goals.

meet your cloud objectives. Bring on multiple ClearScale
squads simultaneously to tackle projects across different
lanes or focus entirely on one area - the choice is yours.

Learn more about our
Cloud Factory services today.
sales@clearscale.com

800-591-0442
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San Francisco, CA 94105
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Founded in 2011, ClearScale provides cloud-native systems integration, strategic consulting,
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and application development solutions exclusively for AWS. Our team has helped hundreds
of organizations across all industries migrate and modernize IT infrastructure on AWS.

